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 NET Framework 4.6 onwards. Introduction ============ Serial ports have been around for decades. They
are *universal* and they have wide application, from communication with modems, printers, and other serial devices, to

communication with embedded systems. The problem of using serial ports is that they are very *specific*. They work with one
or another kind of serial device, depending on the specific serial protocol it uses. In some cases, the serial device works with

a *specific* serial protocol which the operating system already comes with. In other cases, the operating system has to be
modified to support the serial device. In some cases, the operating system is already modified to support a *specific* serial

device but the operating system comes with a *specific* serial protocol which cannot be used with a *specific* serial
device. The *problem* of serial ports is that their *specificity* cannot be changed or *fixed*. The only way to *fix* it is to buy
a *specific* serial device. This issue was recognised early on and a *virtual serial port* was proposed by the *IBM* in order to

improve the situation. *IBM* port is *universal* because the *virtual serial port* supports all serial protocols and it
provides *dynamic* choices for *configurable*. *Virtual serial port* can *replace* a *physical* serial port. *Virtual serial
port* can *abstract* serial devices of *different* kinds, *different* size, and *different* manufacturers. This *virtual serial

port* can be *created* *dynamically* at *runtime*. *Virtual serial port* allows *software* developers
to *replace* serial *protocols* and *programs* with *one* *single* *code* and *one* *single* *instruction*. This *virtual

serial port* can *run* *on top* of *any* *operating system*, *especially* *Windows*. *Virtual serial port* can *be
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